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Feedback Report 

 
Longwell Green Primary School  -  

Proposed part time advisory 20mph speed limit  
 
 
 

Purpose of the Report 
The purpose of this report is to feedback the results of the recent consultation on proposals 
to install a part time advisory 20mph speed limit in the vicinity of Longwell Green School. 
 
Background 
South Gloucestershire Council made a resolution in September 2013 to ensure that, as far 
as practicable, all schools in South Gloucestershire are covered by a 20 mph speed limit. 
This approach is in line with guidance from the government, which is encouraging local 
authorities to introduce 20 mph speed limits or zones, in residential areas being used by 
people on foot or bicycle.  
 
The purpose of the scheme is to reduce traffic speed in the vicinity of Longwell Green 
School, which will improve road safety for vulnerable road users as well as making walking 
and cycling to school more attractive. 
 
The proposed scheme is to introduce a part time advisory 20mph speed limit along 
Ellacombe Road in the vicinity of the school.  We are proposing to install four advisory 
20mph when lights show signs.  Two of these will be on Ellacombe Road, at the location of 
the current school warning signs and two will be in Stanhope Road and Pearsall Road, 
thereby ensuring that all approaches to the school are signed. 
 
Drawing Reference 
Drawing number T302-153-01 shows the locations of the proposed signs. 
 
Consultation 
Letters advising of the consultation were delivered to all properties within and close to the 
boundary of the proposed advisory speed limit.  In addition 8 colour notices were erected on 
lamp columns, posts and railings in prominent positions within the affected area.  One notice 
was handed into the school office.   
 
Details were also entered onto the Council’s consultation website.  Emails advising of the 
consultation were sent to the local councillors, Parish Council and emergency services. 
 
 
Feedback from the Consultation 
The plan showing the proposals on the online consultation was viewed a total of 31 times.  
There were 10 individuals and organisations who responded to the consultation either by 
questionnaire or by email.  Overall there was support for the proposals with 9 in favour and 
one against.   All of the comments received are detailed in Appendix A along with an officer 
response 
 
The responses to the questionnaire are summarised over the page:- 
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Question 1; Do you support the proposals shown for a part-time advisory 20mph 
Speed Limit in the vicinity of Longwell Green School? 
YES   87.5% (7No)  
NO   12.5% (1No)  
DON’T KNOW 0% (0 No)  
 
Future Programme 
In view of the support received, the scheme will now proceed to implementation.  A detailed 
design will be prepared and passed to our contractor for implementation.  Implementation 
should be completed during the 2017/18 financial year. 
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Appendix A 
 

Comments received at Consultation Officer’s response 
LED lighting so at winter when the days are 
shorter, the area is 100% visible 

The lighting in Ellacombe Road has 
already been upgraded to LED  

Part time 20mph speed limit outside any school is 
absolutely appropriate at key times only. I would 
object to a blanket 24/7 20MPH speed limit. 

Thank you for your comments 

A gold idea but little use if existing measures 
such as yellow lines are enforced (5 cars parked 
on hill on 31st March 3:15) 

The Parking Enforcement team can carry 
out target enforcement if problem areas 
are reported to them.  You can do this by 
emailing parklegally@southglos.gov.uk  
I have forwarded your request to the 
Parking Enforcement team 

Should it be full time and/or can we have flashing 
30 mile reminder signs ?, no right turn from 
Ellacombe Road ?, no right turn from Aldi Car 
Park 

Formal full time 20mph speed limits can 
only be introduced on roads where 
average speeds are at or below 24mph, or 
roads where physical traffic calming, such 
as road humps, has been introduced.  
Speed readings taken on Ellacombe Road 
near the school have recorded mean 7-
day speeds of 26mph, which is above the 
threshold required for introduction of a 
formal full time 20mph speed limit without 
traffic calming.   
In situations where the mean speeds are 
found to be above the 24mph threshold we 
are installing advisory part-time 20mph 
speed limits.  If further funds become 
available in future and if there is support 
for such measures it may be possible to 
revisit some of the schools where part time 
advisory speed limits were introduced in 
order to consider introducing physical 
traffic calming measures, such as speed 
tables, that would bring speeds down to 
the required level to enable a formal 
20mph speed limit to be introduced.   
However, for the moment, with the limited 
funds available we are unable to offer this 
option. 
The introduction of a flashing 30mph sign 
within an area signed as 20mph when 
lights show could cause confusion and be 
counter-productive.  Introduction of 
prohibited turning movements are beyond 
the budget and scope of the scheme. 

"I believe permanent measures should be put in 
place to slow traffic on Ellacombe Rd between 
Bath Intersection and 2nd Larksleaze road 
Intersection. The rising & blind bend between 2nd 
& 1st Larksleaze road intersection and opposing 
rise /intersection /blind bend is extremely 
dangerous to all road users. The occupants of no. 

If further funds become available in future 
and if there is support for such measures it 
may be possible to revisit some of the 
schools where part time advisory speed 
limits were introduced in order to consider 
introducing physical traffic calming 
measures, such as speed tables, that 
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23 consistently park a vehicle on the yellow line 
obstructing 1st intersection in evening. Motorists 
travelling very fast from Court Farm road to Bath 
road. Overflow traffic obstructs Larksleaze Rd 
entrance during school & evenings. 
I propose corrugated sections of road on both 
side of the crest as well as the school. A formal 
pedestrian crossing on Bath Rd where the current 
school crossing is used in the morning and a no 
right turn from Ellacombe road onto Bath road." 

would bring speeds down to the required 
level to enable a formal 20mph speed limit 
to be introduced.   However, for the 
moment, with the limited funds available 
we are unable to offer this option. 
 

Needed Thank you for your comments 
Sustrans fully supports the Council's resolution 
that all schools in South Gloucestershire are 
covered by a 20 mph speed limit. We believe that 
the default limit for all traffic in built up areas 
should be 20mph. As part of the Go20 Coalition, 
we have called on the government to make this 
blanket change to enable everyone to benefit 
from safer streets where they live. We believe 
that slower speeds are the precursor to 
encouraging sustainable and active travel. As 
such, our preference would be for the promotion 
and implementation of area wide limits rather 
than zones. We believe that work should be 
undertaken in partnership with local communities 
to develop further supporting measures that 
control excess speed. 

Thank you for your comments 

The scheme can only work if there are penalties 
for non-compliance. In my experience, advisory 
limits are generally ignored and not enforced. The 
recent new Double yellow lines are ignored, 
parked on at drop off and collect times, 
sometimes even by teachers. The only way to 
enforce rules etc. Is to ensure that effective 
deterrents are in place. School visitors should be 
encouraged to park in local car parks that allow 
just that, and walk to School from there. 
Fitting advisory signs will not improve safety in 
this area, less visiting vehicles, and enforcement 
of existing controls would be more beneficial than 
part-time advisory signs. This scheme will just 
waste money with little real effect. 

Previous experience has shown that 
introduction of such signs does have a 
positive effect in reducing vehicle speeds. 
 
The Parking Enforcement team can carry 
out target enforcement if problem areas 
are reported to them.  You can do this by 
emailing parklegally@southglos.gov.uk  
I have forwarded your request to the 
Parking Enforcement team 
 

 


